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In the west due to the works of Savitri Devi is the ideal of Hitler as an Avatar [also Avatara in 

Sanskrit] of Vishnu. This however is not understand as its been presented.  
 

Devi was a European Hindu who lived in Hindu India. What Devi related was what is and 

already spoken to be real in Hindu India when she lived there. Among the Hindu leaders and 

Swami's who held this ideal of Hitler. Prabhupada one of the most famous Hindu spiritual 

leaders who came to the west himself stated Hitler was an Avatar of Vishnu. Prabhupada also 

stated something important that Hitler and the German's did have the plans for the Atomic bomb 

but Hitler forbade this from ever being developed in the name of humanity. Prabhupada also 

stated he knew the Holocaust was a hoax as well. He also spoke out against race mixing. He 

was also murdered. 
 

The Hindu's believe that the three energies of creation have personifications in the symbolic 

forms of the Gods and Goddesses. Vishnu is the symbol of the energy of the serpent power in 

Hinduism that which creates and sustains life. This God is also Venus to the Hindu's. If one 

studies the ancient texts the titles of Avatar was given to Yogi's who had finished the Magnum 

Opus and had obtained high levels of this.  
 

Calling Hitler an Avatar of Vishnu was simply the Hindu's understanding that Hitler was a being 

of high spiritual obtainment. However the problem is this part has not been mentioned is this 

ideal is a title given to people who have ascended to high levels of transformation of the soul by 

the serpent power Yoga. Hence you need to actually practice this to move in this direction 

yourself. Its known Hitler practiced this his entire life starting as a young man. He read the 

spiritual societies writings that had information on this and also read the eastern texts that had 

been translated into German by the scholars. Hitler did also have Yogi Siddhi's as well which is 

the mark of high obtainment. This is why people who met Hitler stated there was always 

something different in a powerful and special way about him that is beyond a normal political 

leader. This is because he was a highly ascended and spiritually awakened being. The only 

other people ever mentioned who have this effect are highly obtained Hindu Yogi's and Swami's 

for the same reason. 
 

Hitler and the inner circle of the National Socialist Party were from the Thule Society which 

created the National Socialist Party and thus ran it. This was a spiritual society devoted to 

practices of spiritual ascension and rebuilding a spiritual nation who were working and in contact 

with our Gods and Goddess the patron Goddess of this society was Astaroth. The SS officers 

under Himmler's orders practiced Yoga and studied spiritual knowledge in their universities. 

Himmler carried a copy of The Bhagavad Gita with him and when Himmler met with Chandra 

Bose the Hindu National Leader who was also a student of Vedic spiritual knowledge and 

practices. Himmler had a day conversation with him on these subjects as a peer on the subject 

same when Bose talked with Hitler.  
 

Hitler was vegetarian because of this he studied mainly the Hindu system which orders such. 

The Vedic texts such as the Upanishads go on and on about serpent power yoga. One of the 

Upanishads is called the Kundalini Yoga Upanishad. The Nazi's sent massive teams to Hindu 
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India to translate these texts and bring them back to Germany as well.  
 

 

Avatara in Sanskrit relates to something important Tara means "Star" this is from the Goddess 

Tara the AV relates to the serpent energy as well. This title means one who has finished the 

Magnum Opus. The Goddess Tara is called Arya Tara in the east. The Goddess Tara in the 

east is given the star that relates to the constellation of Aldebaran which is what the Thule 

Society also symbolically gave to Astaroth as the name also relates to this. And what it means 

for the soul and origins. 
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